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Abstract 

This report describes the theory and underlying assumptions of the interactive Matlab 
program "SPINE", which is a numerical tool for a reflector design engineer to develop the 
backbone curve (spine) of an optimal reflector of a Passive Infra Red (PIR) detection unit, 
such as manufactured by Aritech BV, Roermond. 

1 Introduction 

The PIR detection unit of Aritech consists of an IR sensor that receives via a suitably shaped 
reflector light signals from various directions. By the relatively large observation angle the object 
to be detected will not automatically yield the same signal from all directions (both in size and in 
intensity}. Therefore, the reflector should correct for this, and its shape should be designed such 
that the sensor receives its signal as uniform as possible from all directions. 
Since the full problem is rather complex, it was decided to start the project with a slightly 
simplified reflector design, consisting of a central curve, located in the central plane of observation 
of the sensor, provided with a continuous distribution of parabolas, like the ribs along a spine or 
backbone. It is the shape of this spine, which is the subject of the present report. 

2 Description of the problem 

2.1 Coordinate systems 

We consider three coordinate systems (see figures 1 and 2}: 

- one associated to the room, with view angle a, and a= 0 corresponding to the horizon; 
one associated to the reflector, with reflector view angle (J, and (J = 0 corresponding to the 
horizon; 

- one corresponding to theIR element, with sensor view angle/, while 1 = 0 corresponds to 
the central viewing direction (} = f:J of the sensor, such that 
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Figure 1: Geometry of element positioned in room 
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Figure 2: Geometry of reflector and sensor in element 
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The range of interest in the detection area is the vertical detection plane of height h (aL::::; a::::; a1) 
and the horizontal detection plane of range RA ( a 1 ::::; a ::::; au). a1 is the corner angle, given by 

Typically, but not necessarily, is aL = 0° and au = 90°. 

The distance R, as a function of a, from the element to the detection planes is given by 

R= RA for aL Sa S a1 (la) 
COS a 

R= _)!_ for a1 Sa S au (lb) 
sma 

The sensitivity u of the sensor is not constant for all angles ; . In good approximation it is given 
by 

u(;) = u(O) { cos(q;) if "YL.::::;;::::; ;u 
0 otherwise 

(2) 

where q = 1.2. Typically, ;u = -;L = 50°. 
We will assume in the sequel that the reflector maps the full working range of the sensor [;L, ;u] 
to the viewing range [aL, au] in a one-to-one way. In other words: a as a function of; (or 8) is 
monotonically increasing, and 

;1, the value of; that corresponds to at, is part of the solution. 

2.2 Specular reflection 

The central curve of the reflector (the "spine") is given by a radial coordinate r = r(8) (in the 
reflector coordinate system), via. the cartesian coordinates 

:v(8) = -r(O) cos 0 

y(O) = r(O) sin 0. 

The shape of the curve is determined by the conditions on a and 8, to be considered below. The 
relation between a, 8 and r is determined by the condition that the surface is a reflective surface 
as follows ([1],[2]). 
The direction normal to the surface is given by 

( 11 ) ( r cos 0 + r1 sin (} ) 
n= -x' = -rsin8+r'cos8 

From the condition of specular reflection the relation between (} and a is 

a = 2 (- arctan ny - 8) + 0 = -2 arctan ny - () 
n~ n~ 

or 

( 1 1 (}) _ ny _ r sin 0 - r' cos (} 
tan -a+ - - -- - --,.----....,.-...,. 

2 2 n.,; rcos0+r'sin8 

so that 

r 
sin(} cos( !a+ !O) - cos 0 sin( !a+ iO) ( 1 () 1 ) 
---;..;.---7---------::....._----::'-:-.- = tan - - -a 
cos e cos( ta + !8) +sin() sin( !a+ ~B) 2 2 

r' 

or 
d 

dO log r( 8) = tan( ~0 !a). 
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2.3 Effective focal distance 

A quantity of importance is the focal distance of the parabola that is to be connected to the 
reflector's "spinal" curve. Since the parabola is loca11y to be considered as a part of a paraboloidal 
surface with focus at the IR sensor, it is defined, for a given position 0, by a parabola tangent to 
the curve at the point considered. So the viewing angle a(O) and the radial distance r(O) defines 
the effective focal distance of the parabola. 

Figure 3: Focal distance 

Consider the following parabola with focal distance f and focus in the origin (figure 3a). 

or x = -rcos¢, y = rsin¢ with r(¢) = 
2~ q, 

1 +sm 

If the parabola is tilted over an angle a- i1r (figure 3b), as we have in the present problem, the 
relation between r and f becomes 

f = !r(0)(1 + cos(O a)). (4) 

2.4 Variation 

The design conditions are formulated in such a way, that properties like intensity distribution, 
magnification, are limited in variation along the angle interval of interest. 

The meaning of "limited variation" will be such that the variation of a function F ( 0) on the interval 
a ~ 0 ~ b will be defined by the ratio between the absolute maximum and absolute minimum, 
which is on a decibel basis: 

20 10log (Fm~x) dB, Fmax = maxiF(O)j, Fmin = miniF(O)I. 
Fmm [a,b] [a,b] 

For comparison we will also consider a mean-square type of variation, based on the ratio between 
standard deviation and mean (the coefficient of variation) cv: 

20 10
Iog ( ~ ~ ~:) dB, where 

1 t 
b- a fa F(O) dO, { 

1 fb 2 }! 
UF = _a fa ( F(O) - P.F) dO 

Typically required values are variations less than 6 dB. 
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2.5 Condition 1 

The first condition to be satisfied is a limited variation of the measured intensity. If the intensity 
in a spatial step Rdo: is the same for each measured step u(i) dB, we must have 

2.6 Condition 2 

Rdo: l' . d -;; dO = 1m1te . 

The other condition that is to be satisfied is a limited variation of the magnification factor 

2. 7 Condition 3 

V R(O) l' . d 
= r( IJ) = 1m1te . 

Finally, the product of intensity and magnification should also be of limited variation. 

(: ~;) ( ~) =limited. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Ideally, when there is no variation in intensity and magnification, Condition 3 is implied by 
conditions 1 and 2, but as we will see this ideal situation is impossible. 

3 Analysis 

3.1 r as a function of () and a 

For given o: = o:(IJ), equation (3) yields explicitly the curve in terms of r(B) as follows 

r(O) = roexp( {"tan[!&'- io:(O')]diJ'), 
leo 

where we assumed r(&o) = ro. 

(8) 

In this expression we have tacitly assumed that our curve should be a continuous one. This is, 
however, technically speaking not necessary. The properties of the reflector are not changed if we 
allow for a finite number of discontinuities in r. Therefore, position and size of such discontinuities 
will provide us with degrees of freedom to satisfy the design conditions. Practically, a number 
between 0 and 5 discontinuities is feasible. 

Evidently, at a discontinuity at, say, IJd, where r jumps to a new value, say rd, we have the same 
expression (8), but with Bo and r0 changed into (Jd and rd. 

3.2 Condition 1 

3.2.1 Ideal solution 

The "ideal" solution of Condition 1, with the intensity (the right hand side of equation 5) equal 
to a constant, exists if we do not consider any of the other Conditions. If we use expression (2) 
for u, we have for 'YL ~ 1 ::; /U 

RA do: 
cosa dO= Kocos(q'Y) 

h da . 
-.- d(J = Ko cos(q'Y) 
SinO: 
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with solution1 

a= 2arctan( tan(~aL + ~1r)exp[q~~ (sinq[- sinq-yL)]) 

a = 2 arctan (tan( !au) exp [~(sin q-y- sin q[u)]) 
where 

11" 

2 

lo ( [tan(la1 +llf) ]RA [tan(lau)]h) 
g tan(;;;aL+ 4 1r) tan( 2 a1) 

Ko = q . . (10) 
Sin q[U - SlD q[L 

This completely determines a= a(O), and therefore, apart from the possible discontinuities, also 
r = r( 0) and the magnification factor V. In general, this magnification will not be constant with 
this solution, and certainly not optimally limited as is required under Condition 2 and 3. 

3.2.2 Practical solution 

Therefore we will allow this constant Ko to be a function K = K{"Y) (of prescribed variation). 
Then we have for "YL :::; "Y :::; "YU 

RA da 
-- dn = K{"Y) cos(q"Y) if aL :::; a:::; a1, (lla) 
cos a u 

h da 
sin a dO 

K("Y) cos(q-y) (llb) 

The function J( is to be chosen such that the intensity varies not too much, but just enough to 
allow other conditions to be satisfied as good as possible. 

It should be noted that there is one important restriction on K. Similar to Ko of equation (fll), 
K's (weighted) average value is determined by the viewing and sensor range angles. Integration 
and addition of the identities 9a, 9b along bL, "YU] yields 

1-yu [ [tan(la1 + .!.1r)]RA [tan(lau)]h) 
K(T)cos(q"Y)d/ =log (r i ) (1 ) · 

'YL tan 2aL + 41r tan 2a1 
(12) 

A convenient shape for K, with probably just a bit more freedom than strictly necessary, is a 
combination of two linear functions (figure 4) with a break point at /K, given by 

Ku 

'YK 'Yu 

Figure 4: Function K(l) 

{13) 

if /K:::; I:::; 'YU 

1 Note that: 
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Because of property {10) not all parameters KL, KK, Ku can be prescribed, but only the ratios 

which is, however, exactly what we want to prescribe when we limit the variation of the intensity. 

In principle, the location of the break point 'YK may be prescribed. The solution will depend on 
the fact if 'YK is smaller or larger than the {a priori unknown) 'Yl· A special case is when 'YK = 'Yl· 
Since this value is a priori unknown, the value of 'YK is now a result, rather than an input variable. 

Integration of K('Y)cos(q-y) over the intervals ['YL,'Yl] or bL,"'fK], ['Yt.'YK] or ['YK,'Yl], and ['Yb'YU] 
or hK, 'YU], and continuity at the boundary points results into an algebraic equation that can be 
solved numerically. 

It may be noted that in the examples considered, it appeared to be a good first choice to take 
'YK = 1'1· 

3.3 Condition 2 

The "ideal" solution of Condition 2, with the magnification V equal to a constant, does lead to a 
differential equation which can be solved analytically. However, the found solution is not of much 
practical value, since it does in general not satisfy the other boundary conditions. 

When we differentiate V to 8, and use equation {3) we obtain 

da 
tan( a) dli = tan( ~B- ~a) for a< a1 (14a) 

cot(a)~; = -tan(!B- !a) (14b) 

which has the (implicit) solutions2 

B sin a + sin 8 C 
a+ - = L cos a 

for a< a1, (15a) 

n cos a + cos (} rt 
a+[l + . = vu 

sma 
for a1 <a, (15b) 

where CL and Cu are constants of integration. For a typical case, with aL = 0°, au = 90°, 
fh = -50°, and Ou = 50°, a plot of both curves of equation (13) and (14) is made in figure 5. 
We see that the ( 0, a )-curves do not cross each other at corner angle a1, and, what is more 
important, the lower curve, starting at [OL, aL] = [-50°, 0°), decreases in(} for increasing a, while 
the other curve does not. This implies that the combined curve does not define one spine, because 
a part of the 0-interval is traversed twice, and a( B) is not a single-valued function. 

As a conclusion, the ideal case of a. solution with V constant everywhere is not possible, and we 
will use the optimization procedure based on a suitably varying K('Y), described in the previous 
section. 

It is not immediately evident that the same is true for Condition 3, because in principle a. variation 
in V may be just compensated by an other variation in the intensity, but we will not investigate 
this here further, as it will probably not provide the designer the flexibility to consider other, less 
explicitly definable, conditions necessary in the technical process. 

2 Note that ( 10 1 ) sin IJ- sin a cos a- cosO 
tan - - -a = = -:-----:---::-

2 2 cos 8 + cos a sin a + sin 8 
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Figure 5: Relation between a and () for constant V 

4 Computer program 

Based on the above proposed Practical solution (subsection 3.2.2), the Matlab program SPINE 
is made, that allows in an interactive way a designer to develop an as good as optimal solution. 
The program asks for several problem parameters as input, and provides both graphically and in 
numbers geometrical and other details of a design. 

Usually the designer will proceed as follows. He starts with K = constant (.\ = 1, J.L = 1) and 
"fK = /'1· The variation in intensity is here 0. Then the designer can refine the result by varying 
some of the parameters (.\, J.L, I'K, (3, number of discontinuities), and decreases the variation of V 
by allowing slightly more variation in the intensity. 

In practice the biggest effect comes from the selected number of discontinuities. 

4.1 Examples 

A typical case is the following: 

h = 2400 
RA = 15000 

ro = 25 

"fL = -50° 
/'U = 50° 
"fK = /'1 

aL = 0° 
au= 90° 

(3 = -29° 

.\ = 1.3 
J.L = 1.0 

In figures 6 and 7 the results are shown for 1 and for 2 discontinuities in r. We see that the 
maximum variation in intensity is in both cases 2.3 dB, while in V it drops from 5.6 to 3.7 dB. 
(The maximum variation values based on the coefficient of variation are given between brackets.) 
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Figure 6: Example with 1 discontinuity in r 
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